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£2000–£2750 BIKES
The GTR
SL looks the part
and has the ride
quality to back
it up

SPECIFICATION

WILIER GTR SL

£2399
Classy Italian promises speed and comfort. Radical, eh?

L

et’s play a game. Here’s an
Italian bike. Looks pretty nice,
right? We’re going to review it
without talking about passion
or flair or soul, and we’re not going
to mention pedigree or call it
thoroughbred. The GTR SL is
Wilier’s latest comfortable-butfast, sportive-esque frameset, the
poshest version of a new design
that’s also available in two heavier
versions (the GTR Team and GTR),
as well as a disc model. To make
matters even more complicated, the
GTR SL is available in two different
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geometries: the Race on test here,
and the Endurance.
The GTR SL’s frame and fork
weigh a claimed 990g and 390g
respectively. The frameset carries
all the hallmarks of a modern
sportive bike, with tubing that’s fat
in the right places for stiffness
(head-tube, down-tube, bottom
bracket…) and skinny where
compliance is required. The slim
seatpost is present and correct,
while Wilier has joined the bike
makers choosing dropped seatstays
for the extra give they allow the rear

Weight 7.5kg (M)
Frame GTR SL Race
Fork GTR SL Race
Gears Shimano
Ultegra 50/34, 11-28
Brakes Shimano
Ultegra
Wheels Mavic
Aksium Elite
Finishing kit FSA
Energy bar and
stem, Wilier custom
carbon seatpost,
Selle San Marco
Aspide Open saddle,
Continental Grand
Sport 25mm tyres

end. The bike ships with 25mm
tyres, but there’s room for 28s.
Although there’s nothing Earthshatteringly original about the
frame, it’s aesthetically balanced.
And being Italian, Wilier says the
new bike is more comfortable,
stiffer and more aero than its
predecessor without quantifying
those claims. Not that we care,
because what matters is that the
GTR SL is lovely to ride. Wilier has
helpfully printed ‘smooth rear
design’ (we’re picturing Kim
Kardashian) on the seatstay, and it
isn’t wrong; the ride is impressively
well damped over choppy surfaces;
it hums over cattle grids rather
than bucking, giving you that
small-bump smoothness that in
the real world makes you faster.
The Race geometry strikes a nice
balance between a typical sportive
position and a head-down
competitive one, a happy medium
we think will suit a lot of riders. It’s
best not to get too hung up on the
labels anyway: if you want to race
the GTR SL it’s stiff and capable
enough not to be disappointing,
even if it’s not Wilier’s most
aggressive offering. There are more
speed-focused bikes out there, but
this gets the trade-offs between
comfort and excitement spot-on.
Kit-wise it’s unremarkable – in a
good way; Shimano Ultegra reports
for duty, Mavic does the wheels, and
the saddle is a San Marco Aspide
with a nice cutout. We weren’t
convinced by the large-radius drop
on the FSA bar, but riders with large
hands will doubtless approve.
The GTR SL isn’t cutting edge in
weight and it doesn’t do anything
revolutionary – it’s just a bloody
nice bike. If you choose the GTR SL,
you’re very unlikely to regret it.
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SPECIFICATION Weight 7.5kg (M) Frame GTR
SL Race Fork GTR SL Race Gears Shimano Ultegra
50/34, 11-28 Brakes Shimano Ultegra Wheels
Mavic Aksium Elite Finishing kit FSA Energy
bar and stem, Wilier custom carbon seatpost,
Selle San Marco Aspide Open saddle, 25mm
Continental Grand Sport tyres

year’s BOTY-winning model, but
that’s no bad thing and grabs it third
spot. Germany’s Canyon and
Northern Ireland’s Chain Reaction
Cycles (courtesy of its Vitus brand)
show the value you can get if you’re
willing to spanner your own onlinebought bikes. But sneaking its way
ahead of them is an even wilier entry
from Italy’s Wilier-Triestina.
Its GTR SL is a showcase for what a
well-packaged bike can achieve. It
looks the part (as Italian bikes often
do) – that’s if you can accept having
phrases such as ‘Asymmetric Rear
Arms’ and ‘Smooth Rear Design’
adorning the frame. We can.
We can also live with its slightly
unremarkable kit and its general
lack of revolutionary features and
cutting-edgeness. Why? Because
the ride is so very, very good. It’s
well damped over choppy surfaces,
with a smoothness over bumps that,
to put it simply, makes you go faster.
The riding position is balanced

between sportive and competitive,
and while there’s a less aggressive
option available, we think our test
bike’s ‘Race’ geometry achieves the
right balance – its comfortable-butfast sportive-esque frameset getting
the trade-off between plushness
and excitement spot-on.
Looking for a bike for longdistance duties, sportives, club runs

and the like? Or just because? Want
something Italian and aesthetically
appealing with a bit of Latin class?
Choose Wilier’s GTR SL and you’re
extremely unlikely to regret it.

The sky’s the limit

W

e set no upper price point for
our ‘superbike’ category –
Trek’s top-of-the-line
Madone barely creeps in at
under 10 grand – though Focus’s
Izalco Max Disc scored very highly at
more or less a third of the price if
you’re looking for a ‘bargain’.
Boardman flew the flag for Britain
with its SRAM electronic eTapequipped SLR 9.9, as did Kinesis’s
disc-braked titanium Racelight.
There really is no shortage of bike

Which one of our
Bike of the Year fab
four will cross the
finish line first?

The Wilier GTR SL:
classy looks and
a smoothness that
makes you faster

ÒIts comfortable-but-fast
frameset gets the trade-off
between plushness and
excitement spot-onÓ
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types, or materials, if your pockets
are deep enough, and while it’s
not the most expensive machine
here, Bianchi’s £7800
Specialissima – the top bike in this
category – still had to do a lot to
live up to its label – which the
long-established Italian company
has historically kept for only its
very best bikes.
The Specialissima’s unique
selling point – in contrast to many
of the overtly stylised bikes here –
is something you won’t notice just
by looking at it. Bianchi makes
great play of its unique Countervail
material developed in collaboration
with the US composites group MSC.
Many companies have technologies
that they’re proud of, but this one
you can genuinely feel when riding.
Carbon fibre can already be
made into frames that are stiff and
comfortable, but Countervail
allows Bianchi’s designers to
damp vibrations from poor
surfaces better than just about

anything else out there. The
formulation Bianchi has used in this
bike maximises both lightness and
rigidity – crucial qualities in a race
bike, but ones that can result in an
uncomfortable ride.
Not here. Reducing vibrations
from the road reduces rider fatigue
in turn, and improves control over
rough surfaces. The result is that
whether it’s climbing, descending or
powering over broken tarmac, the
Specialissima rides as well as any
comparable lightweight race
machine out there. It’s inherited a
few wind-cheating features from
Bianchi’s Aquila time trial bike too.
So there we have it: four very
different category winners, from
a relatively basic aluminium flyer to
a super-lightweight, tech-infused
Italian dream machine. And in
between there’s BMC’s wellbalanced SLR02, with its ‘podiumproven’ geometry (BMC’s
description) and near-telepathic
handling (our description) and

BEST £2750-£10000
BIANCHI SPECIALISSIMA
£7800
SPECIFICATION Weight 6.08kg (59cm)
Frame Countervail carbon Fork Countervail
carbon Gears Campagnolo Super Record 52/36,
11-25 Brakes Campagnolo Super Record
Wheels Campagnolo Bora Ultra 35 tubular
Finishing kit FSA stem, bar and seatpost, Selle
San Marco Aspide carbon saddle, 23mm Vittoria
Corsa CX 23 tubular tyres

Wilier’s super-cruising GTR SL. But
who’s the daddy this year? Will BMC
or Cannondale become a repeat
offender when it comes to Cycling
Plus’s Bike of the Year, or can Italy
stake a claim for the top of podium?
Flip over the page to find out…

The
Specialissima’s
Countervail vibration
damping technology
is a marvel of modern
engineering
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